
 

Smartcheck counterfeit detector
[D-SMART]

 Your Price: $48.95
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the
link to view the latest information: Smartcheck counterfeit detector

The Cassida SmartCheck is a dual UV detector with exclusive Swipe Technology. Enjoy the
convenience of one-swipe detection along with the assurance of conventional visual UV inspection. Just
swipe the bill and the detector will beep if the bill is counterfeit. No training or operator knowledge
needed.

In addition to automatic swipe detection, suspect bills can be visually checked for UV security thread
using the UV illumination.

The built-in ultraviolet illumination can also be used to verify checks, credit cards, driver's licenses,
passports, social security cards, and many other forms of identification quickly and easily.

The Cassida SmartCheck is about 6.5" x 4"x 3" and weighs just 11 ounces, making it an easy device to
keep at registers, desks, and office counters.

The Smartcheck detects counterfeit bills in foreign currencies such as Euros, Pesos, and most other
currencies. There is no need to change settings or have separate machines for different currencies.

 

Features

Revolutionary swipe-detect technology puts an end to awkward verification with detector pens
Swipe a bill and detector beeps if the bill is counterfeit
Additional detection in the form of conventional UV light to verify the UV security thread
Verifies US dollars, as well as Mexican Pesos and most other currencies
Verifies driver’s licenses, ID’s, credit cards, checks, passports and many others
Smallest footprint of any desktop UV detector in the industry
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https://www.adss.net/CounterfeitDetectors/Smartcheck-counterfeit-detector-c1456_1458-p90703.htm


 

Ideal for retailers, financial institutions, bars, restaurants and others
Cost effective and time-efficient tool to protect yourself against counterfeits

Specifications

          Warranty 3 year full parts and labor extended
warranty

Power 110 VAC, 60 Hz, 20 W
Size 3.0" x 6.5" x 3.9"
Weight 0.67 Pounds
Shipping Weight 1.0 Pounds
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